Functional MRI vs. navigated TMS to optimize M1 seed volume delineation for DTI tractography. A prospective study in patients with brain tumours adjacent to the corticospinal tract
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A B S T R A C T

Background. DTI-based tractography is an increasingly important tool for planning brain surgery in patients suffering from brain tumours. However, there is an ongoing debate which tracking approaches yield the most valid results. Especially the use of functional localizer data such as navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) seem to improve fibre tracking data in conditions where anatomical landmarks are less informative due to tumour-induced distortions of the gyral anatomy. Here we compared which of the two localizer techniques yields more plausible results with respect to mapping different functional portions of the corticospinal tract (CST) in brain tumour patients.

Methods: The CSTs of 18 patients with intracranial tumours in the vicinity of the primary motor area (M1) were investigated by means of deterministic DTI. The core zone of the tumour-adjacent hand, foot and/or tongue M1 representation served as cortical regions of interest (ROIs). M1 core zones were defined by both the nTMS hot-spots and the fMRI local activation maxima. In addition, for all patients, a subcortical ROI at the level of the inferior anterior pons was implemented into the tracking algorithm in order to improve the anatomical specificity of CST reconstructions. As intra-individual control, we additionally tracked the CST of the hand motor region of the unaffected, i.e., non-lesional hemisphere, again comparing fMRI and nTMS M1 seeds. The plausibility of the fMRI-ROI vs. nTMS-ROI-based fibre trajectories was assessed by a-priori defined anatomical criteria. Moreover, the anatomical relationship of different fibre courses was compared regarding their distribution in the anterior-posterior direction as well as their location within the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC).

Results: Overall, higher plausibility rates were observed for the use of nTMS- as compared to fMRI-defined cortical ROIs (p < 0.05) in tumour vicinity. On the non-lesional hemisphere, however, equally good plausibility rates (100%) were observed for both localizer techniques. fMRI-originated fibres generally followed a more posterior course relative to the nTMS-based tracks (p < 0.01) in both the lesional and non-lesional hemisphere.

Conclusion: NTMS achieved better tracking results than fMRI in conditions when the cortical tract origin (M1) was located in close vicinity to a brain tumour, probably influencing neurovascular coupling. Hence, especially in situations with altered BOLD signal physiology, nTMS seems to be the method of choice in order to identify seed regions for CST mapping in patients.

Abbreviations: APB, Abductor pollicis brevis muscle; BOLD, Blood-oxygenation-level-dependent; CST, Corticospinal tract; DCS, Direct cortical stimulation; dMRI, Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (i.e., diffusion-weighted imaging, DWI); DTI, Diffusion tensor imaging; EF, Electric field; EMG, Electromyography; FACT, Fibre assignment by continuous tracking; FA(T), Fractional anisotropy (threshold); FWE, Family-wise error; FOV, Field-of-view; fMRI, Functional magnetic resonance imaging; KPS, Karnofsky performance scale; LT, Lateral tongue muscle, anterior third; M1, Primary motor cortex; MEP, Motor-evoked potential; MFL, Minimum fibre length; MPRAge, Magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (T1 MR seq.); nTMS, Neuronaavigated transcranial magnetic stimulation; OR, Odd’s ratio; PLIC, Posterior limb of the internal capsule; PM, Plantar muscle; RMT, Resting motor threshold; ROI, Region-of-interest; SD, Standard deviation; SE, Standard error; S-q, S-squared (Pearson’s chi-square test); p-val, p-value according to Pearson’s chi-square test.
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1. Introduction

Even small white matter tract lesions, especially when affecting the structural integrity of the corticospinal tract (CST), can lead to severe functional damage such as hemiparesis. Therefore, the preservation of the structural integrity of important white matter tracts is of great interest in the treatment of neurological diseases. The introduction of diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) for non-invasive visualization of white matter tracts has not only widened the view on structural connectivity in general but also extended the options for treatment planning (Strick and Preston, 1983; Petrides and Pandya, 1984; Le Bihan et al., 2001; Barone et al., 2014). Techniques such as diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) enable tractography of critical neural tracts like the CST, and have been successfully applied to improve the function-preserving resection of brain tumours (Nimsy et al., 2004, 2007; Wu et al., 2007; Svoslos et al., 2014). To reconstruct the pyramidal tract for clinical applications, a deterministic approach based on multiple regions-of-interest (ROI) including the cortical primary motor representation (M1) as a starting (seed) point for tractography represents the most common algorithm (Mor and van Zijl, 2002). The correct placement of the cortical seeding ROI represents a critical factor for obtaining valid tractography results in such a multiple-ROI approach. There is increasing evidence suggesting that the validity of anatomical landmarks has been widely overestimated (Zilles et al., 1997); Even the localization of the M1 hand representation – which is typically found at the “hand knob” formation of the precentral gyrus (Vossy et al., 1997) - seems to vary significantly between healthy subjects (Diekhoff et al., 2011; Ahlbäck et al., 2016). Thus, several functional localizer techniques such as functional MRI (fMRI) (Conturo et al., 1999; Guye et al., 2003; Parmar et al., 2004; Staempfli et al., 2008), magneticencephalography/magnetic source imaging (Gaetz et al., 2010) and, more recently, navigated transcranial magnetic stimulation (nTMS) (Frey et al., 2012; Krieg et al., 2012) have been used in order to optimize and standardize the DTI tractography of the CST. We recently showed that the use of a subcortical ROI placed in the anterior inferior pontine region is advantageous as compared to the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) using nTMS to delineate the cortical M1-ROI (Weiss et al., 2015). However, there is still little evidence regarding the question of which functional localizer technique is most suited for CST tracking in brain tumour patients. fMRI is prone to tumour-induced alterations of the haemodynamic response and/or neurovascular coupling and, thus, blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) activity in the surrounding of tumours may be misinterpreted (Lehéricy et al., 2000; Wengenroth et al., 2011; Wehner, 2013). By contrast, nTMS has different limitations such as in patients with severe motor deficits resulting in reduced or abolished motor-evoked potentials (MEPs). Furthermore, fMRI tasks require active movement initiation by the subject and thus compliance, whereas nTMS results can e.g. be altered by medication (affecting the resting motor threshold) and reduced tolerability due to direct nerve stimulation when stimulating over the frontolateral region, i.e. the face representation (Weiss et al., 2013).

The objective of this study, therefore, was to compare fMRI vs. nTMS for defining the seeding ROIs for somatotopic tractography of the hand-, foot- and face-related CST.

We hypothesized that fMRI activation maxima may be less reliable in case of close vicinity to the tumour due to tumour-induced alterations of haemodynamic effects in cortical ROIs and unfavourable signal-to-noise ratio which in turn would lead to less plausible tractography results.

On the other hand, nTMS was expected to show more variable results for the foot and the tongue representations which are usually more difficult to map and have shown less reliable mapping results (Weiss et al., 2013). In addition, we reasoned that better plausibility results were associated with higher fractional anisotropy (FA) values which serve as observer-independent parameters and represent diffusion metrics corresponding to the directionality of diffusivity and thus to the fibre integrity.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Patients

Thirty-two patients (21 male, mean age 57 ± 14 yrs) scheduled for the resection of intracranial tumours adjacent to or involving the precentral gyrus – representing M1 – and/or the CST were prospectively screened between 2012 and 2013. All patients had a surgical indication for tumour removal and, due to the tumour location, for non-invasive preoperative as well as (invasive) intraoperative mapping of the operation field. Only patients showing functional intact peri-lesional tissue (in a distance of <2 cm from the tumour margin) as verified by intraoperative DCS were included in the study (N = 18; 32; 10 male; mean age 50 ± 13 yrs).

All patients included in the study were (i) eligible for MRI, (ii) in a rather good clinical state as indicated by the Karnofsky performance scale (KPS) > 70% (Karnofsky and Burchenal, 1949) and (iii) able to follow the experimental protocol. By contrast, patients were excluded in case of severe renal failure (glomerular filtration rate < 30 ml/min) due to contraindication with respect to the administration of gadolinium-contrast agent or if they suffered from uncontrolled epilepsy (generalized seizure within 48 h prior to nTMS, insufficient dosage of anticonvulsive drugs in case of previous seizures). Please note that like in other single pulse nTMS studies with brain tumour patients (Tarapore et al., 2016b), epilepsy was not considered as a general exclusion criteria as long as all patients were under effective anticonvulsive treatment. Since the risk of inducing a seizure was considered very low in the given patient selection, it was clearly outweighed by the benefit of gathering information about eloquent cortex in order to prevent operation-induced motor disability. In fact, none of the patients suffered from any epileptic event during or after participating at the present study.

Further exclusion criteria were: age (<18 yrs), severe migraine/headache, claustrophobia, pregnancy, metal/electric implants, severe psychological disorder and severe cognitive deficits (severe receptive/global aphasia, neglect). Moreover, intake of medication affecting ionic channels was avoided, as far as possible, in order to minimize extrinsic factors modulating the motor cortex excitability. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. All patients were treated in the Department of Neurosurgery, Cologne University Hospital/Germany. The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Cologne.

2.2. Study design

All patients were investigated by fMRI and nTMS prior to surgery. Of note, all somatotopic M1 representations in close relationship to the tumour as well as the contralateral M1 hand representation were investigated by separate fMRI tasks/nTMS mappings. Moreover, patients were investigated by fMRI-, nTMS- and DTI-based tractography of the CST prior to surgery. Intraoperatively, DCS was performed as reference standard to prove the functionality of peri-tumoral cortical tissue. nTMS- and fMRI-derived somatotopic fibre tracts were then compared regarding the plausibility of the fibre course, the fibre location when passing
the internal capsule as well as diffusivity metrics (fractional anisotropy) with regard to the lesional vs. the contralateral hemisphere (see Data analysis).

2.3. Structural MRI acquisition

All measurements were performed on a 3 T MR scanner (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with gradients of maximum strength of 40 mT/m per axis. A birdcage coil was used for radiofrequency transmission and an 8-element receiver coil for signal detection. Data quality was examined at the beginning of the measurement protocol by acquiring a single b = 0 diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) scan – that is, no diffusion weighting – and inspecting it for artefacts. The detailed diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) acquisition parameters have been previously reported by our group (Weiss et al., 2015). The MR protocol included the following sequences: MP-RAGE (T1-weighted) before and after gadolinium (Gd) contrast agent, SPACE (T2-weighted), FLAIR and BOLD-fMRI. The total acquisition time for the MR measurements was <1 h (including 7:20 min. diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) measurement).

2.4. fMRI

2.4.1. Data acquisition

The fMRI task was designed to elicit activations associated with movements of the same muscles as used for MEP recordings (nTMS) and was identical to the task used in our previous work (cf. Weiss et al., 2013). Subjects were continuously monitored during task performance in the scanner by an investigator standing next to the scanner bed. Motor performance in terms of movement frequency was very stable across sessions in each subject due to the relative simplicity of the tasks.

We used a gradient-echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to detect blood-oxygenation-level dependent changes in tissue contrast using established imaging parameters (cf. Weiss et al., 2013). In fMRI, the signal-to-noise ratio, and hence stability of the data, are influenced by the acquisition plane (Gustard et al., 2001). Here, slice orientation was axial, slightly tilted backwards so that the orientation of the slices was approximately perpendicular to the course of the central sulcus.

2.4.2. fMRI preprocessing

The MRI volumes were processed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software package (SPM 8; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) implemented in Matlab (version 2011, The MathWorks Inc., MA, USA). The first three images were excluded from further analyses ("dummy images"). The remaining EPI volumes were realigned to the first volume by affine registration using a two-pass procedure. The realigned EPIs were then co-registered with the corresponding high resolution T1 volume. Due to the tumour-induced changes in cortical and subcortical anatomy, group comparisons were not considered appropriate. EPI volumes were spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM).

2.4.3. fMRI statistics

The experimental conditions were modelled using boxcar stimulus functions convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response function. The time series in each voxel were high-pass filtered at 1/128 Hz. A one-way General Linear Model (GLM) was applied for identification of significantly activated voxels. Head movement estimates were used as confound regressors. For single subject analyses, a threshold of $p < 0.05$, family-wise error (FWE) corrected was used to identify significant voxels. In case of non-significant voxel, statistical thresholds were lowered to uncorrected values which was the case in 17% of the sessions. The non-lesional hemisphere was used as an intra-individual control (since the precentral gyrus was not always easy to determine in the vicinity of brain tumours with mass effect). The obtained local activation maxima were labelled using MIRcron, exported as analyze-format image sets and integrated into the neuronavigation software (Brainlab iPlan 3.0.0, Heimstetten, Germany). Potential errors resulting from image export and fusion were checked by comparing the respective peak voxel coordinates derived from the fMRI and the final coordinate taken from the iPlan voxel space.

2.5. nTMS

2.5.1. Data acquisition

nTMS was conducted using the NBS system (version 4.2, Nexstim Ltd., Helsinki, Finland) and a figure-of-eight-shaped stimulation coil. Along with preparations and co-registration, as reported in more detail in our previous works (cf. Weiss et al., 2013, 2015), surface electrodes (Ambu Neuroline, Bad Nauheim, Germany) were mounted above the abductor pollicis brevis muscle (APB), the plantar muscle (PM) and the anterior lateral tongue muscles (LT), whenever clinically meaningful, i.e., whenever the respective body part representation or associated CST fibres were adjacent to the tumour, for motor-evoked potentials (MEPs) recordings. To avoid false-positive registration of nTMS-induced MEPs, the following latency ranges were applied for the respective groups of muscles: 17–30 ms for APB, 31–60 ms for PM, and 9–16 ms for LT (Weiss et al., 2012, 2013, 2015; Rödel et al., 1999, 2001, 2003; Saisanen et al., 2008). As an intra-individual control, data were additionally acquired from the APB of the unaffected side.

Stimulation intensity was adjusted to 110% of the resting motor threshold (RMT) of the respective muscle, which was determined at the estimated “hot-spot” of the respective body part representation. The anatomical position of the hot-spot was established by performing a coarse mapping around the anatomical landmarks of the respective motor cortex representation area (Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950; Weiss et al., 2013): (i) the “hand knob formation” (Yousry et al., 1997) for hand mapping, (ii) the cortex close to the interhemispheric fissure for foot representation mapping, and (iii) the frontal operculum for the lips and tongue area. The hot-spot was defined as the cortical stimulation site at which coil positioning, orientation and tilt yielded the highest MEP amplitude. The RMT was defined as the minimum stimulus intensity capable of inducing MEPs > 50 μV peak-to-peak amplitude in at least 5 out of 10 consecutive trials in the estimated hot-spot of the relaxed muscle (Rossini et al., 1994; Julkunen et al., 2009). The coil orientation was kept stable (according to its orientation at the hot-spot) during the whole mapping procedure of a given body part representation and was perpendicular to the respective sulcus (Jansen et al., 2015; Raffin et al., 2015). For mapping of the tongue area, some nTMS sessions required voluntary pre-innervation to reduce excitability thresholds and thus to prevent direct nerve stimulation causing discomfort and short-latency potentials. For each muscle representation, 120–200 pulses (depending on the size of the respective representations and subject compliance) were applied using a stimulation grid (space between nodes: 5 mm, independent from coil orientation) projected onto the reconstructed brain surface during the exam. The application of two to three pulses per grid square unit was attempted in all cases. The outer margin of each functional map was determined by two adjacent negative MEP responses (i.e., MEP amplitude <50 μV; Weiss et al., 2013, 2015).

2.5.2. Data processing

At the end of the nTMS mapping, all positive EMG responses underwent manual selection with regard to the effects of potential involuntary pre-innervation and to eliminate false-positive results. Thereafter, the stimulus evoking the highest MEP response was selected and its cortical representation, i.e. the hot-spot, was exported in a series of binarized DICOM images for each body part representation, separately. DICOM export was performed at a chosen peeling depth of
approximately 20 mm (default), according to the level at which the cortical grey matter (but not white matter) was displayed in the 3D peeling view (i.e., at the “top” of the white matter part of the gyrus). The peeling level was adjusted in the z-axis of the maximum electric field (EF) strength according to the coil position (Ilmoniemi et al., 1999) as provided by the EF-calculation algorithm integrated in the software of the TMS machine (Ruoheinen and Karhu, 2010) and was 17.3 ± 3.1 mm (skin-target-distances) on the lesional hemisphere. The site of the maximum TMS effect, however, can only be roughly estimated by such algorithms since (i) an effect on more superficial (inter-)neurons, as compared to the peeling level, has to be considered due to the EF-characteristics and the decay of EF strength with increasing distance from the coil (Salinas et al., 2007) and (ii) neurophysiological effects do not only depend on the EF strength but also on the orientation of axons respective to the EF-orientation and the, eventually brain-state-dependent, excitability of neuronal tissue.

2.6. DCS

DCS mapping was performed in clinical routine to identify functionally intact cortex during operation. Depending on tumour location and size of skull removal, part of M1 could be mapped by the surgeon using DCS. We used the DCS data to verify the proximity between intact functional tissue (i.e., somatotopic M1 representation) and the tumour. We here briefly describe the DCS procedure:

2.6.1. General anaesthesia

Surgery was performed under general anaesthesia following standard clinical protocols avoiding relaxans (except for intubation) and including a total intravenous analgetic regime (Scheufler and Zentner, 2002).

2.6.2. DCS procedure

Standard EMG needles (Ambu® Neuroline) were placed into the muscles corresponding to the nTMS/MRI protocol described above (APB, PM, LT) and fixed by additional tape/gaze. After craniotomy and durotomy, the assumed hot-spots of the exposed M1 areas were addressed one-by-one using the navigation system and the integrated functional data (Brainlab Vector Vision/iPlan). A monopolar probe with a spherical tip was referenced as a navigated “tool” using the navigation system and then placed at the respective hot-spots/local activation maxima for separate threshold determination. To evoke the MEPs, anodal rectangular pulses were applied (500 Hz, 500 μs; Szélényi et al., 2011). For threshold determination, the core area of the functional nTMS map was addressed first. At this cortical site, stimulation intensity was systematically increased starting from 10 mA until a MEP > 50 μV could be evoked in >50% (3 out of 5) of the stimulation trains (max. 25 mA; stimulator: Viassys ENDEAVOR CR). Thereafter, the surrounding of the core zone was stimulated at suprathershold stimulation intensities (motor threshold of the respective somatotopic representation + 1 mA, max. 25 mA) and the threshold was adjusted in case of stronger MEP responses (i.e., higher amplitude) at distinct cortical sites. In particular, the margin of the functional cortical tissue facing the tumour was outlined in order to assess the minimal distance from the tumour. As described above, only such patients for which a distance of 2 cm or less between the tumour (margins projected on cortex level using the intraoperative neuronavigation system iPlan) and the functional tissue was confirmed by DCS were included in the analysis. However, mapping was limited by reduced cortical excitability (depending on the anaesthesiological management), the subarachnoidal space and superficial vessels such as bridging veins, especially when stimulating the foot representation, limited exposure of areas (size of craniotomy), significant brain shift after durotomy (N = 2) and, rarely, technical problems such as needle dislocation or data loss due to software shutdown (N = 1). Out of thirty-two screened patients with intracranial tumours, n = 18 were included in the study for which DCS was well-feasible and had proven the close vicinity (<2 cm) of the tumour to the margin of at least one somatotopic M1 representation.

2.7. Tractography

The results of the functional localizer experiments, i.e., the binarized DICOM series displaying the cortical representation of the respective nTMS hot-spot and the fMRI local activation maxima as well as the anatomical MRI and eddy-current-corrected DTI sequences were imported into the tracking software (Brainlab iPlan 3.0,0, Heimstetten, Germany) prior to surgery. Tracking was performed using a deterministic fibre tracking algorithm which integrates voxel-wise diffusion properties for fibre assignment by continuous tracking (FACT) (Mori et al., 2002) and a multiple-ROI approach as described below. Post hoc, those tracts for which motor-eloquent localization was confirmed by DCS intraoperatively were selected for further analysis. Moreover, for each of those cases, the contralateral hand-related tract was also included (as individual reference under non-lesional tissue conditions). Thus, the number of somatotopic and localizer-technique-specific tracts included in the study varied between subjects, depending on the tumour localization and the DCS results, and ranged from four to eight (N = 1 contralateral and N = 1–3 ipsilesional somatotopic tracts, each “dual” tract, originating from the fMRI- vs. the nTMS-M1).

2.7.1. Definition of seeding ROIs: cortical M1 ROIs

The nTMS- and fMRI-derived DICOM series displaying the hot-spot/local activation maxima were co-registered with the anatomical MR image which had been used for the nTMS before. Thereafter, the respective sequence was co-registered with further anatomical sequences (T2, FLAIR) and the b = 0 dataset of the DTI time-series. Fusion accuracy with nTMS data was checked by comparing the respective coordinates provided by visualization software (iPlan) with the raw data (coordinates), The coordinates corresponded to the site of maximum EF (see nTMS; Data processing) and were located 3 ± 1 mm below the surface of the closest cortex. The fusion-associated mismatch was <2 mm in all subjects. Hot-spots and local activation maxima were labelled as ROIs and enlarged by 2–3 mm, according to the estimated registration and fusion mismatch, so that the volumes of the resulting spherical cortical ROIs representing the M1 hots-pots were standardized to a total volume of 0.9 ± 0.1 cm³ (Weiss et al., 2015) (Fig. 1).

2.7.2. Subcortical ROIs

A cubic box was inserted in the region of the anterior inferior pontine level (Seo and Jang, 2013) which we recently showed to be favourable compared to the posterior limb of the internal capsule (Weiss et al., 2015). The standard location to insert the cubic ROI (with a cranio-caudal extension of 7.5 ± 1 mm) within the field-of-view of the diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) (i) was caudally from the upper and middle cerebellar peduncle, centred over the cross-sectional level of the maximal a.-p. extension of fourth ventricle and the cerebellar nodule in the sagittal view (ii) comprised the anterior two thirds of the pons, measured from the rostral margin of the fourth ventricle in the cross-sectional view (mean ROI volume: 3.6 ± 0.7 cm³) (Fig. 2). Of note, one (same) cubic pontine ROI was created per subject and served as second ROI for all tractographies, regardless of the somatotopic affiliation and the functional localizer technique used to delineate the cortical ROI.

2.7.3. Fibre tracking parameters

All fibres were calculated originating from the cortical hot-spot/local activation maxima ROIs, with the additional pontine ROI box. Vector step length was 1.6 mm and the angular threshold was 30°. The minimal fibre track length (MFL) was not pre-set and, thus, set at the minimum of MFL = 1 allowed by the software (Weiss et al., 2015). To compute the
fractional anisotropy threshold (FAT), the FA value was gradually increased or decreased until the highest FA value was identified which resulted in at least one reconstructed fibre. This value was defined as 100% FAT and the resulting fibres were used for the analyses (Weiss et al., 2015) to allow for maximal distinction of the different fibre courses (Fig. 3). This approach should not be taken in contrast but complementary to the suggestion of other authors who proposed to use lower FA values of 75% FAT (Frey et al., 2012) with regard to increased sensitivity and thus safety in brain tumour surgery.

2.8. Data analysis

2.8.1. Plausibility ratings

All fibre tracts (contralesional hand, ipsilesional: hand, foot, tongue; based on nTMS vs. fMRI seeding ROIs), were analyzed separately. The analysis was performed using the neuronavigation software (iPlan) which enables the observer to switch between cross-sectional views in any plane (axial, sagittal, coronal) as well as labelling of ROIs and determination of localizations in 3D coordinates. Plausibility ratings were performed in a dichotomous manner (i.e., yes/no) by two investigators experienced in the anatomical allocation of fibre tracts, applying the decision-making rules previously published by our group (cf. Weiss et al., 2015).

2.8.2. Influence of cortical ROI positioning method on fibre course plausibility

McNemar’s chi-square test (McNemar, 1947) for paired binary data was used to test for differences in plausibility ratings between nTMS- vs. fMRI-based tractography conditions (within the same group of patients and with the same observer). The level of confidence was defined at 95% (p < 0.05).

2.8.3. Fibre-associated distance metrics

The distances between each reconstructed fibre and the mid-line was measured in the axial plane at the level of (i) the maximum tumour extent, (ii) the interventricular foramen of Monro and (iii) the tentorial notch. Moreover, the distances between the pairs of localizer-derived somatotopic tracts (i.e., fMRI-nTMS and, whenever obtained, fMRI-DCS and nTMS-DCS) were measured in the same axial planes (i–iii) using the neuronavigation software (iPlan). To test for differences between the means of localizer-specific metrics, Student’s t-test for paired samples was applied, and corrected for multiple comparisons if

![Fig. 1. Cortical regions of interest representing the M1 core area. For each functional localizer method, i.e., nTMS, fMRI and DCS, the core area (hot-spot/local activation maxima) was separately determined, integrated into the neuronavigation software and enlarged to a spherical volume of 0.9 cm³ (±0.1) (here: hand representation). Here, a patient with postcentral glioma (contrast-enhancing tumour volume outlined in dark blue) with strong perifocal oedema (outlined in light blue) is shown. The hot-spot of the M1 hand representation depicted by nTMS prior to surgery (red) was very close to the DCS hot-spot (orange) whereas the fMRI local activation maximum (yellow) was located slightly posteriorly and deeper within the white matter. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image1)

![Fig. 2. Placement of the cubic subcortical ROI in the anterior inferior pontine region. According to our previous study (Weiss et al., 2015) a second subcortical ROI box (in addition to the functional cortical ROI) was set in the anterior inferior pontine region in order to apply a deterministic multiple-ROI tractography approach (Mori et al., 2002). To control for the field-of-view and artefacts in the DTI data set, the ROI placement was based on both anatomical T1 (left) and DTI series (B0 sequence; right).](image2)
appropriate using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Glickman et al., 2014).

2.8.4. Fibre course within the internal capsule

According to anatomical knowledge (Verstynen et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2012; Zolal et al., 2013), the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) was identified at the level of the interventricular foramen of Monro, and segmented into three parts: (i) genu, (ii) middle PLIC and (iii) posterior PLIC (Fig. 4). Each reconstructed fibre was assigned to one of these locations (i–iii) or to the additional category “outside” which consecutively led to the judgement “non-plausible tract” (for detailed rating criteria, cf. Weiss et al., 2015). Moreover, the relationship of fMRI- and nTMS-derived somatotopic fibres in the anterior–posterior dimension was assessed on the same level in axial view. Accordingly, fMRI-derived fibres were classified “anteriorly”, “posteriorly” or not distinguishable (“same”) from nTMS-derived fibres for each somatotopic tract.

2.8.5. Correlation between tractography parameters and plausibility

FA values have a significant impact on fibre course plausibility. Since the influence of the minimal fibre lengths seems to represent only an epiphenomenon of the FAT impact (Weiss et al., 2015), we here focused the data analysis on the FAT. Pairwise comparisons between the FATs of different somatotopic or localizer-specific fibres were calculated using the Student’s t-test (FDR-corrected in case of more than one comparison). Correlations between continuous variables such as the FAT and the dichotomous outcome variable, i.e., the plausibility of the CST fibre course, were calculated using Pearson’s product moment (point-biserial correlation).

The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (PASW Statistics 18.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and the R software package (version 3.0.2; R Core Team 2013; RStudio; http://www.R-project.org/).

3. Results

3.1. Patients and descriptive analysis

The tumour entities consisted mostly of primary brain tumours (n = 11) (Table 1). According the CE-T1 scans, tumours were mostly located in the precentral region (56%), as compared to 39% postcentral tumours. One tumour was located in the lateral central region and involved also the temporal lobe.

All patients were still in a rather good clinical state as indicated by the KPS (90 ± SD 11%). Almost half (44%) of the patients were admitted with a mild to moderate motor deficit. The patient cohort included eleven patients with known epilepsy (all medically treated, 55% with levetiracetame). In none of those patients, seizures were induced by the administration of single-pulse nTMS.

Half of the patients (50%) were under steroid medication at the time of nTMS. Furthermore, patients routinely received a low dose of dexamethason at the beginning of surgery. Administration of steroids may not only affect the cortical excitability through membrane stabilization effects and, thus, influence the feasibility of nTMS and DCS but also alter MRI signals and particularly diffusivity metrics. However, this confound was unavoidable since most patients had already been put under anti-oedema treatment before hospitalization and for clinical reasons (better treatment effects regarding neurological deficits and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histopathological diagnosis</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gliomas</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glioblastomas</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrocytomas WHO III*</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligoastrocytoma WHO II*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinoma metastases</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meningiomas</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-cell-lymphoma</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
intracranial pressure in cases of tumours with mass effect due to large perifocal oedema).

No severe adverse effects were reported for nTMS or fMRI, 6% of the patients complained of transient headache (lasting for <24 h) after nTMS. However, the subjective level of distress was ranked higher for fMRI as compared to nTMS by 92% of the patients. Being asked for the reason, patients usually reported the duration of immobilisation and narrowness of the scanner/the head coil, respectively.

3.2. Plausibility analysis

Following DTI preprocessing, nTMS- vs. fMRI-seed-originated tracts were reconstructed for each DCS-confirmed body part connecting the cortical ROI volume to the subcortical ROI box in the anterior inferior pontine region.

3.2.1. Influence of the somatotopic assignment on fibre course plausibility

As a common finding for both nTMS and fMRI (serving as functional localizer to determine the cortical M1 ROI), fibre tracts computed for the contralesional hemisphere (origin: M1 hand) showed best plausibility results (both nTMS and fMRI: 100%) (Fig. 5). Regarding the somatotopic tracts originating from the different ipsilesional M1 representations, results varied depending on the localizer technique: NTMS provided best plausibility results for the hand-related CST (93%). In contrast, the fMRI-derived tracts originating from the ipsilesional M1 hand representation seed deviated more often from the expected course (93%). Amongst different somatotopic fMRI-derived tracts, best results were obtained for those which originated from the tongue area (80%; Fig. 5). In cases in which plausibility results differed between fMRI- and nTMS-derived fibres of the same subject and somatotopic affiliation, usually the fMRI- but not the nTMS-originated tracts deviated from the expected course (N = 7 cases: N = 4 hand, N = 2 foot, N = 1 tongue; example: Fig. S1). However, the opposite was also observed in one case (tongue; example: Fig. S2).

3.2.2. Comparison of ROI localization techniques

Overall, higher plausibility rates were observed for the use of nTMS- as compared to fMRI-defined cortical ROIs (nTMS: 88% vs. fMRI: 70%; \( \chi^2_{\text{McNemar}} = 4.5 \) [0.003–0.527], \( P_{\text{McNemar}} = 0.034 \)). Comparing distinct somatotopic tracts, a similar difference was observed for the hand-CST (nTMS: 93% vs. fMRI: 67%; \( \chi^2_{\text{McNemar}} = 4 \) [0–0.602], \( P_{\text{McNemar}} = 0.046 \)). By contrast, there was no statistical difference regarding the plausibility rates of foot- and face-related somatotopic tracts. Moreover, both localizer methods, fMRI and nTMS led to equally excellent plausibility results (100%) for reconstruction of the hand-related CST of the non-lesional hemisphere (for descriptive data, see Fig. 5).

3.3. Course of the CST

The course of the reconstructed fibres was described with regard to the distance from the midline, the distance between nTMS- vs. fMRI-originated fibres belonging to the same somatotopic subset, their position to each other in the anterior-posterior direction and their location within the PLIC.

3.3.1. Distance of fibres from the midline

The distances of each fibre from the mid-line in the axial plane were in the range of 23 ± 5 mm at the level of Monro’s foramen and in the range of 10 ± 4 mm at the level of the tentorial notch (independent from functional localizer technique and somatotopic subset).

3.3.2. Distance and spatial relationship between fibres

The average distance between the nTMS- and fMRI-derived fibres varied amongst the three cross-sectional levels (maximal tumour extent: 6 ± 9 mm; interventricular foramen of Monro: 5 ± 10 mm; tentorial notch: 3 ± 9 mm). Throughout the deviated courses, a
3.3.3. Fibre course within the PLIC

According to anatomical considerations, fibres originating from M1 of the foot passed mainly through the posterior segment of the PLIC (Figs. 4 and 6) whereas hand- and face-related fibres were predominantly located in the middle segment (Fig. 6AC). Interestingly, no fMRI-derived fibres passed through the central segment/genu of the PLIC (Fig. 6).

3.4. Fractional anisotropy

There was no significant difference between the FAT values of nTMS- and fMRI-derived fibres (mean of all fibres for both: 0.22 ± 0.10). Regardless of the functional localizer technique, the highest mean FATs, as a measure of fibre integrity, were found for the fibres originating from the non-lesional hand representation (nTMS 0.28 ± 0.07/fMRI 0.29 ± 0.08) and least FATs for tongue-related tracts (nTMS 0.12 ± 0.09/fMRI 0.12 ± 0.06). The FAT values of the ipsilesional hand- and foot-related CST were in the range of 0.18–0.22 (hand: nTMS 0.22 ± 0.09; fMRI 0.19 ± 0.09; foot: nTMS 0.22 ± 0.08; fMRI 0.18 ± 0.09).

3.4.1. Correlation between FA values related to different functional localizer techniques

A high correlation was observed between the FATs of CST originating from nTMS- and fMRI-ROIs (nTMS ~ fMRI; p < 0.0001; CI: 0.42–0.66). With regard to the different somatotopic tracts, significant correlations were found between nTMS- and fMRI-derived FATs associated with the non-lesional (nTMS ~ fMRI [NL-hand]: p < 0.005; CI: 0.25–0.75) and with the lesional hand representation (nTMS ~ fMRI [L-hand]: p < 0.01; CI: 0.14–0.70) but not with the foot- or the tongue-related tracts.

3.4.2. Influence of FA thresholds on fibre course plausibility

For all functional localizer methods (i.e., nTMS, fMRI, DCS), a significant agreement between the FAT and the fibre course plausibility was observed (Pearson product moment correlation: nTMS: p < 0.0001; fMRI: p < 0.001; DCS: p < 0.05). Analyzed by somatotopic data subsets, this correlation was confirmed for all nTMS-groups (hand: p < 0.01; foot: p < 0.1, tongue: p < 0.01; FDR-corrected). Regarding fMRI-based tracts, only the FATs of hand-related fibres showed a significant correlation with the plausibility of the fibre course (p < 0.01; FDR-corrected).

4. Discussion

Both functional localizer techniques, fMRI and nTMS, were able to achieve plausible CST tractography results for the unaffected hemisphere (100% plausibility rate). By contrast, whenever the cortical seed region (M1 core voxel) was located close to the tumour, the use of nTMS to determine the seed voxel led to more plausible tractography results as compared to fMRI (p < 0.05), especially for the somatotopic hand-related tracts. In general, the nTMS-seed-based CSTs followed a more rostral course as compared to those fibres which originated from the fMRI-seed (p < 0.01).

4.1. General considerations

Over the past years, tractography-guidance has made its way to becoming a popular clinical tool to delineate important white matter tracts, due to good clinical results (Wu et al., 2007) and several proofs of convergence between the preoperative DTI-tractography and (i) intraoperative direct subcortical stimulation (DsCS) (Prabhu et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2012; Ohue et al., 2012; Vassal et al., 2013) as well as (ii) MEP recordings from deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrodes (Forster et al., 2015). There is increasing evidence that two-tensor streamline techniques (Qazi et al., 2009), non-tensor approaches (Auriat et al., 2015) and probabilistic fibre tracking methods (Bucci et al., 2013; Mandelli et al., 2014) provide more accurate tractography results and are less influenced by crossing and kissing fibres compared to deterministic tracking. By contrast, using deterministic algorithms, DTI tract construction can result in artificial fibres which, for example, avoid crossing the superior longitudinal fasciculus. The latter approach, however, still represents the most widely distributed method for presurgical fibre course delineation in the neurosurgical field due to its time efficiency. Aiming at improving the method for clinical purposes, we, therefore, focused our work on deterministic DTI-tractography using a multiple-ROI approach (Mori and van Zijl, 2002) to compare the use of fMRI versus nTMS (with matched muscles/tasks) as non-invasive functional localizer methods for determination of the cortical M1 seeding ROI.

Given the highly-selected patient collective with surgically removed brain tumours adjacent to M1 and the necessity of complete data sets (including task-fMRI, nTMS, DTI and direct intraoperative DCS results to confirm the eloquent tumour localization), the sample size of 18 patients represents a considerable consecutive set of patients.

4.2. Side effects

No adverse effects were observed related to fMRI or nTMS. This fact confirms the safety data on single pulse nTMS in general (Anand and Qazi et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2007; Bucci et al., 2013; Mandelli et al., 2014).
Hotson, 2002; Tassinari et al., 2003; Rossi et al., 2009; Tarapore et al., 2016a) and particularly in brain tumour patients (Tarapore et al., 2016b). However, transient headache (<24 h) occurred in 6% of the patients (N = 2/32) following nTMS, as expected from previous studies which described this phenomenon as the most frequent side effect associated with TMS (6–60% for repetitive TMS) (Machii et al., 2006).

4.3. Plausibility analysis

4.3.1. General aspects

Algorithms for corticospinal fibre reconstruction, originating from both fMRI- or nTMS-defined seeding ROI volumes, may be biased by inaccurate fibre reconstruction, especially in oedematous areas surrounding the tumour (Min et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2003; Hoefnagels et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2015; Weiss et al., 2015) or regions of crossing fibres (Basser et al., 2000). It is well-known that DTI tracking algorithms are prone to artefacts, especially in areas with an unfavourable signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the tractography results can only be regarded as an estimate. Since the tractography algorithm and the DTI data set were identical for the approaches, this potential common systematic bias does, according to the best of our knowledge, not notably affect the comparability of the results. The plausibility analysis was performed by two independent observers and showed good interobserver reliability as previously reported (cf. Weiss et al., 2015).

4.3.2. Comparison of fMRI vs. nTMS as determinants for the cortical seeding ROIs

The plausibility ratings agreed well between fMRI- and nTMS-based tractographies under normal conditions (i.e., on the healthy hemisphere). However, when dealing with cortical seed regions in the tumour surrounding, the use of nTMS as a functional localizer technique led to more plausible results compared to fMRI (p < 0.05), especially when comparing hand-related somatotopic fibre tracts. Accordingly, the mean distance between the corresponding somatotopic fibres was greatest at the level of maximal tumour extent where small differences may matter most to the surgeon who aims at maximized but function-preserving tumour resection. Previous studies have investigated the benefits of using fMRI-DTI (Guye et al., 2003; Hendler et al., 2003; Watts et al., 2003; Parmar et al., 2004; Schonberg et al., 2006; Staemphli et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2012) and, more recently, of using nTMS-DTI (Frey et al., 2012; Krieg et al., 2012; Conti et al., 2014; Weiss et al., 2015) to improve the seed-based tractography of the CST. The better plausibility rates of nTMS-DTI vs. fMRI-DTI in the tumour vicinity which we found in this study may be due to a higher accuracy of nTMS as a functional localizer method for determination of M1 especially in the surrounding of brain tumours (Forster et al., 2011; Coburger et al., 2013; Mangraviti et al., 2013).

4.3.3. Influence of the somatotopic assignment on fibre course plausibility

Somatotopic tractography and anatomical segregation of different ROIs along the course of the CST have been previously addressed by several authors (Park et al., 2008; Yoshiura et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2010b; Kwon et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2012; Conti et al., 2014; Weiss et al., 2015). According to our expectations from considering the unfavourable signal-to-noise effects on the lesional (tumour) hemisphere (Min et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2015) and along with previous findings (Weiss et al., 2015), plausible CSTs reached the highest percentage on the non-affected hemisphere (hand-related fibres) for both nTMS and fMRI. Amongst the different somatotopic nTMS-originated tracts on the tumour side, the hand-related CST fibres showed the most plausible results (93%). Due to anatomical and neurophysiological reasons, the motor representation of the upper limb is known to be best suited for investigation by nTMS and to provide most reliable mapping results (Forster et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2013; Forster et al., 2014). Therefore,
one may assume that the nTMS motor mapping of the hand representation also provides the most exact determination of the respective M1 core region as compared to the tongue and the foot representation.

In contrast to fTMS, the plausibility rates of fMRI-originated CST fibres did not differ significantly between the somatotopic subsets. This may reflect the fact that the method is less influenced by anatomical factors, e.g. by the location of the foot representation in the relative depth of the interhemispheric fissure, than nTMS.

4.4. Course of the CST

First, the course of the somatotopic CST fibres was described with regard to the distance from the midline. On the level of Monro’s foramen, distances were in the range of 23 ± 5 mm (no difference between seeding-ROI techniques or somatotopic affiliation). Those distances, even though not directly comparable due to different levels of measurement, show good overall agreement with the data published by Seo et al. (2012) who described the localization of the CST within the centrum semiovale (leg: 22 ± 2 mm; hand: 26 ± 2 mm).

Secondly, the position of different somatotopic fibres within the PLIC overall agreed well with previous findings and neuroanatomical knowledge: Fibres originating from the non-lesional M1 representation of the hand passed almost exclusively through the dorsal two thirds of the PLIC as previously described by various neuroanatomical (Kretschmann, 1988) and neuroimaging studies (Han et al., 2010) and mostly anteriorly to the foot-related tracts (Lee et al., 2014; Kwon et al., 2014). In contrast, the corticobulbar CST fibres originating from the tongue M1 representation mostly passed through the middle or, at least for nTMS-based tractography results, central segment of the PLIC and hence most anteriorly amongst the somatotopic tracts. In this regard, our results are in line with anatomical knowledge (Cowan and de Vries, 2005) and previous DTI data provided by Jang and Seo (2015). However, the overall, rather variable, distribution of somatotopic tracts within the PLIC of the lesional side in our study certainly reflects tumour-related diffusivity alterations. Thus, this work cannot substitute (and does not aim to replace) anatomical DTI studies under physiological conditions, i.e., in healthy subjects.

Thirdly, we found that, compared to the respective (paired) TMS-fibres, fMRI-derived fibres never passed through the central segment/ genu of the PLIC and generally showed a more posterior course. This finding may reflect a certain contribution of somatosensory, thalamocortical fibres to the upper proportion of the fMRI-related tracts (Hong et al., 2010a). A co-activation of the somatosensory cortex in the MRI cannot be excluded although subjects were trained and positioned in a way that touch sensations during the active movement tasks should be avoided. Given the fact that several cases with a significant tumour-induced oedema in the internal capsule were included, the possibility of altered tract continuation in this region of high fibre density and crossings should be considered. This may have led to CST-like fibre tracts originating from the somatosensory cortex but passing through the anterior section of the cerebral peduncles and made it rather impossible to distinguish those fibres from the CST under conditions of tumour-induced alteration of the cortical anatomy.

4.5. Fractional anisotropy

The FA describes the degree of directionality of the diffusion process and therefore serves as a useful indicator for the integrity of reconstructed fibre tracts (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996, 2011; Chiang et al., 2014; Dacosta-Aguayo et al., 2014; Holtopl et al., 2014; Van der Werff et al., 2014). Accordingly, low FA values are more likely in the presence of tumour-induced oedema (Min et al., 2013; Weiss et al., 2015; Jones et al., 2015). As expected, we observed a significant correlation between the FAT and the fibre course plausibility, regardless of nTMS or fMRI being used to determine the cortical seeding-ROI. The strongest correlation between the FAT and CST plausibility was found for nTMS-based tractography ($p < 0.0001$). Mean FA values of those nTMS-CST, however, did not differ from fMRI-based tracts and were highest for the non-lesional hemisphere but lowest for the face-related somatotopic tracts. These findings may well correspond to the lower agreement between fMRI and nTMS for the determination of the cortical tongue as compared to the hand M1 representation (Weiss et al., 2013). Overall, the diffusion metrics analysis confirmed the FAT to represent a strong indicator for fibre course plausibility as already discussed in our previous work (cf. Weiss et al., 2015). The FAT may thus be helpful to assess the risk of erroneous fibre tracking.

4.6. Clinical impact and outlook

Non-invasive preoperative tractography is an excellent novel tool to improve surgical planning and decision-making. This study provides further evidence that the integration of functional localizer techniques such as fMRI or nTMS into the tracking algorithm improves tracking results and points towards nTMS being the better choice for seeding ROI localization in tumour-neighbouring cortical areas.

Over the past decades, diffusion imaging techniques have been constantly improving because of superior gradient hardware, pulse sequences and post-processing algorithms. However, many of these interesting advances including both MRI acquisition and tractography approaches have not yet entered clinical routine. Nonetheless, recent technical innovations such as the use of optimized $b$-values and kurtosis tensor strategies (Marrale et al., 2013; Lanzafame et al., 2016) may further improve the future value of diffusion imaging in routine diagnostics. Furthermore, the improving processor power of modern computers will, in time, enable probabilistic DTI tractography to be fast enough for routine clinical use in preoperative tumour diagnostics.

Despite attempts to further improve tractography strategies, DTI results should always be regarded as approximates and must be re-evaluated intraoperatively, especially when dealing with fast-growing tumours such as high-grade gliomas with considerable tumour-related oedema. In such cases, not only the alterations of diffusivity but also the brain shift after dural opening can be significant. Therefore, non-invasive tractography methods, regardless of their quality, can and should not replace intraoperative confirmation and monitoring by neurophysiological means. Subcortical (monopolar) stimulation represents an excellent tool for intraoperative detection of neighbouring CST fibres (Duffau, 2007; Bello et al., 2008; Kombos et al., 2009; Sanai and Berger, 2010; Szélényi et al., 2011) and even allows rough estimation of the distance between the stimulation site and the respective fibres (Raabe et al., 2014).

However, for precise validation as required for the purposes of this study, technical limitations like the non-linear brain shift after opening the skull were regarded too severe (Romano et al., 2011). In this regard, previous studies have shown a significant intraoperative change of the tumour-to-CST distance at least for contrast-enhancing tumours ranging up to 20 mm (mean 3.9 ± 3.6 mm according to Shahrar et al., 2014). Consequently, this study was not designed to measure the accuracy of the tractography results intraoperatively. To answer this additional research question and to further validate DTI tractography results, future studies are required which either use intraoperative MRT/DTI (Nimsky et al., 2005a,b; 2006; Nimsky, 2011; Ostrý et al., 2013; Shahrar et al., 2014) or avoid the brain shift by means of stereotactic approaches (Forster et al., 2015).

In addition to subcortical stimulation, awake surgery represents a versatile method to monitor not only integrity of basic functional structures such as the corticospinal pathway but also complex functional networks such as speech or other neurocognitive functions (Duffau et al., 2003; Pereira et al., 2009; De Benedictis et al., 2010; De Witt Hamer et al., 2012; Shinoura et al., 2013; Surbeck et al., 2015). Awake surgery can generally be regarded as a well tolerable (Beetz et al., 2013) and highly robust method. Therefore, the combination of pre- and intraoperative cortical and subcortical mapping techniques with awake surgery...
The study provides further evidence that deterministic CST tractography using a multiple-ROI approach with a seeding ROI on the cortical level defined by fMRI or nTMS and an additional cubic ROI in the area of the anterior inferior pons is a feasible approach for presurgical delineation of the pyramidal tract in brain tumour patients. Depending on the somatotopic assignment of the fibre tracts, nTMS seems to provide more plausible tractography results for the lesional hemisphere. The hand motor hotspot is not always located in the hemisphere contralateral to the affected hand; thus, nTMS-originated fibre tracts, nTMS- and fMRI-related tracts usually differed by few millimeters with the nTMS- and fMRI-related tracts. Depending on the somatotopic assignment of the fibre tracts, nTMS seems to provide more plausible tractography results for the lesional hemisphere. On the other hand, although both methods agree on the anatomical location of the corticobulbar tract at the corona radiata in vivo, the FA values correlated strongly with plausibility rates in all functional localizer techniques. 

Comparing the two functional localizer techniques, nTMS seems to provide more plausible tractography results for the lesional hemisphere. The state-of-the-art regarding surgical removal of brain tumours in the neighbourhood of the CST should therefore not be based on non-invasive techniques alone but explicitly include direct subcortical stimulation and/or awake surgery. Intraoperative MRI may further complement these methods and can serve to validate the tractography techniques along with stereotactic approaches.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2016.11.022.
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